
We are so excited at the thought of

meeting you and your baby.  This

whole journey has led us to this point

and we can’t thank you enough for

taking a look at our story.  We hope

this gives you a glimpse of who we

are and the life we share together. 

HI THERE

Kelly &
Colin

We met in the fall of 2009 while working at Best

Buy.  We bonded over our love of music and share

the same sense of humor.  October 24th, 2015 we

got married and since then we have enjoyed every

moment together.  Whether it’s going to a baseball

game, a concert, or just playing games at home;

we value the time spent together.  Although we

are oppposites in many ways, we have always

maintained a respect and understanding of our

unique qualities.  We truly are best friends.

 



Born and raised in Northwest Indiana. 

 Although technically an only child, I

have grown up with a group of guys I

have always consider to be my

brothers.  Attended Purdue University

and Ivy Tech, earned my degree in

Business Administration.  

I work as a sales rep for a steel pipe

distributor and truly have a passion for

it. 

 

ABOUT COLIN

Colin

…Baseball 

…Live music 

…Attending community events

…Teaching people new skills

…Completing DIY projects 

…Playing guitar 

…Being with friends

…Playing fetch with Ruby 

…Camping and the outdoors 

I LOVE…



Born and raised in Northwest Indiana

and the youngest of three

daughters.  My nieces and nephews

are my whole heart and I love being

their auntie. 

I work in sales, helping small

businesses owners in my area. 

 Adoption has always held a special

place in my heart, especially after

my niece Bella was placed into our

lives.  

ABOUT KELLY

Kelly

…Hosting my friends and family

…Going to concerts and live sports

…The color orange 

…Crafting on my Cricut

…Playing games 

…Cooking

…Taking Ruby to the dog park

…Decorating for the holidays 

…Snuggling up on a rainy day 

I LOVE … 



We‘ve often said, “it doesn’t matter

how we become parents, just as

long as it’s together.”  We have

always known there would be

obstacles when trying to conceive. 

 After a few years of appointments

and tests, we can close the door on

our infertility journey, and open a

new one as proud adoptive parents. 

OUR PATH TO ADOPTION

-Always listen and

validate their feelings.

-Nurture and support

them in activities,

interests, and education.

-Ensure they always feel

safe and protected.

-Keep them smiling and

laughing. 

 -Fulfill any wishes you

have for them in life. 

OUR PROMISES TO YOU


